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LONDON UNDERGROUND (EDGWARE ROAD) 
‘S7’ STOCK ENABLING WORKS  
John Phillips, BSc(Hons) ARCS CEng MIET MIRSE, ARK Signalling Consultancy 

SUMMARY 

This Paper describes the operating requirements, design, setting to work and commissioning of signalling 
modifications at London Underground’s Edgware Road (Circle and H&C lines) station to facilitate the operation of 
new and longer ‘S7’Stock trains (7 cars rather than 6 cars) whilst maintaining a 24 trains per hour (tph) service. 

At Edgware Road the track layout is constrained by point work at each end of the four platforms, resulting in 
Starting Signals having Restricted Overlaps to the Fouling Point with a parallel departure from an adjacent 
Platform and the need for approach speed control.  When no parallel departure is occurring, the opportunity has 
now been taken to minimise approach speed control by the automatic selection of Starting Signal Extended 
Overlaps. 

The site is still controlled from a Signal Cabin and this Paper describes the unique mix of manual operation and 
new automatic controls and the measures taken to prevent conflicts between the two. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Edgware Road (Circle and H&C lines) station on London Underground is still controlled manually from a Signal 
Cabin. The track layout is constrained by point work at each end of the four Platforms. 

Edgware Road (Circle and H&C lines) station is served by three lines: 

• The Circle line (no longer having a circular route) operates from Hammersmith (H&C) through 
Edgware Road Platform No. 1, Liverpool Street, Aldgate, Victoria and High Street Kensington, to 
terminate back at Edgware Road with 6 trains per hour (tph) reversing E.B. to W.B. in Platform No. 2.  

• The Hammersmith & City (H&C) line, which operates between Hammersmith and Barking through 
Platforms Nos. 1 & 4.      

• A District line service, which operates between Wimbledon and Edgware Road, with 6 tph reversing 
E.B. to W.B. in Platform No. 3. 

The service pattern of 6 tph reversing in each of the two middle Platforms Nos. 2 & 3, means that any associated 
delays are quickly propagated to other parts of the LU network. 

Prior to the introduction of ‘S7’Stock, the train services were operated by 6-car ‘C’ Stock trains and advantage 
had been taken of the short trains to position some Starting Signals back from the ends of the Platforms to 
maximise their Restricted Overlaps to the Fouling Points with a parallel departure from an adjacent Platform. 

To accommodate the ‘S7’ Stock, some Starting Signals needed to be repositioned closer to the ends of the 
Platforms with the need for even more stringent approach speed control with a parallel departure occurring.  
When it is not required to make a parallel departure, automatic selection of an Extended Overlap has been 
provided to minimise the speed control required. 

The varying speed profiles required for trains entering Edgware Road Platforms are advised to Train Operators 
by Switchable Speed Restriction Signs.  Speed-control is enforced by Trainstops that will lower if an approaching 
train complies with the signed speed as measured by the transit time through a section of track in rear of the 
Trainstop. 
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2 EDGWARE ROAD - SIGNALLING ARRANGEMENTS 

Conventional LU signalling is provided in the Edgware Road area. Trains are manually driven to 2-aspect 
(green/red) colour light Stop Signals equipped with a Trainstop and 2-aspect (green/yellow) colour light 
Repeating Signals provided where a Stop Signal is not visible from the theoretical sighting point.  

Stop Signals are provided with an individually calculated Overlap, based upon the maximum speed of an 
approaching train and the track gradients.  

The previous signalling layout (simplified) is shown in Figure 1 and included Platform Permissive Signals (e.g. 
OP300) that applied speed control to arriving trains when the Starting Signal route had not been set. 

 

3 EDGWARE ROAD LEVER FRAME 

Edgware Road Signal Cabin is one of the few remaining on LU and houses a Westinghouse style-‘K’ 39 Lever 
Power Frame dating originally from 1926 and used in the present configuration since 1950.  The miniature levers 
operate mechanical locking and electrical contacts detecting the position of the Levers which are incorporated 
into Signal selection and Point control circuits.  

The Levers move through a 600 arc from Normal to Reverse through intermediate positions designated: ‘A’, ‘B’, 
‘C’ (Centre), ‘D’ and ‘E’.   

Levers are equipped with electric locks as follows:  

• Signals Levers can be electrically locked at the ‘B’ position when moving from Reverse → Normal. 
This prevents the Signal Lever being fully normalised to release the mechanical locking until a train 
has completed the route.  
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• Point Levers can be electrically locked at the ‘NB’ and ‘RD’ positions when moving from Normal → 
Reverse and Reverse → Normal.  These locks are used to maintain correspondence between the 
position of the Point Lever and the Point indication (known as ‘Indication Locking’) and also provide 
the track locking. 

Emergency Release Levers can be electrically locked at the ‘RD’ position when moving from Normal → 
Reverse.  This prevents the Emergency Release Lever being fully reversed until a time delay has elapsed 
following the replacement of associated Signals to danger.  The Emergency Release Lever can then be fully 
reversed to effect an Approach Lock release of associated Signal(s).  

4 STARTING SIGNAL OVERLAPS 

The tracks through the four Platforms rapidly converge at end each of the Station, resulting in the Starting 
Signals having Restricted Overlaps to the fouling points.  

The Platforms are long enough to accommodate a 7-car train but until recently the services on all three lines had 
been operated exclusively by 6-car ‘C’ Stock trains that are only 95m in overall length.  This had facilitated the 
positioning of some of the Starting Signals inwards from the ends of the Platforms to maximise their Restricted 
Overlaps. 

The signalling controls allow parallel arrivals and departures.  When this occurred with the previous signalling 
arrangements, an arriving train was subject to speed control by a Platform Permissive Signal (except when the 
Starting Signal route had been set, which would not have occurred if the Signal Operator was regulating the 
service by holding the Starting Signal to time).  

LU are increasing passenger capacity by replacing 6-car ‘C’ Stock trains with 7-car ‘S7’ Stock trains which are 
117m in overall length.  The cab of ‘S7’ Stock has significantly worse sightlines than the existing ‘C’ Stock.  ‘S7’ 
Stock is 22m longer than ‘C’ Stock and this has required a repositioning of some Starting Signals towards the 
ends of the Platforms, resulting in the need for even more severe speed control with a parallel departure 
occurring.  

To avoid a detrimental effect on headway when there is no parallel departure, the severity of the speed control 
has been able to be reduced (compared with that enforced by the Platform Permissive Signals) by the provision 
of Starting Signal Extended Overlaps that end beyond the fouling point, as shown in Figure 2.  

It proved fortuitous that for each affected Starting Signal, an Extended Overlap for an adequate speed could be 
accommodated as follows: 

OP7 Extended Overlap to 5m in rear of No. 22 Points 

OP28 Extended Overlap to 5m in rear of No. 15 Points 

OP29 Extended Overlap to 5m in rear of No. 14 Points 

OP30 Extended Overlap through No. 14 Points Normal 

The consequence of the above is that for OP7, OP28 and OP29 the Points do not need to be set since the wheel 
flanges of a train, even using the full extent of the Extended Overlap, will not disturb the switch rails (given the 
short ‘B’ switches of Nos. 14, 15 and 22 Points).  For OP30 Extended Overlap, No. 14 Points are electrically 
locked in the Normal position. 

If the Points had needed to be set it would have represented an unacceptable additional work load for the Signal 
Operator.  To work the Points automatically for Extended Overlaps, but manually for moves over the Points, 
would have resulted in the Point Lever sometimes being out of correspondence with the position of the Points 
and this was unacceptable to the Operators. 

The use of a Lever to lock an Extended Overlap would also have resulted in an unacceptable additional work 
load for the Signal Operator (also there were only 3 Spare Levers available and 4 Extended Overlaps). 

It was therefore agreed that Extended Overlaps should be selected, locked and released automatically.  The 
circuitry is based upon ‘Network Rail Free-Wired Interlocking’ (with latch relays used to preserve the unlocked 
status of an Extended Overlap during a power supply cessation).  The circuitry has been adapted to suit the LU 
environment with additional relay proving and enhancements for the speed control arrangements. 
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5 AUTOMATIC SELECTION OF EXTENDED OVERLAPS 

E.B. trains enter Platforms Nos. 1-3 from Junction Signal OP33.34.35, with OP33 being the route into Platform 
No. 1, OP34 the route into Platform No. 2 and OP35 the route into Platform No. 3; the associated Starting 
Signals being OP30, OP29 and OP28 respectively. 

W.B. trains enter Platform No. 4 from Junction Signal OP2.3 with OP2 being the route into Platform No. 4; the 
associated Starting Signal being OP7. 

The availability of a Starting Signal Extended Overlap is monitored by reference to the position of conflicting 
Signal and Point Levers, the locking of conflicting Extended Overlaps and the state of ‘line of route’ (and overrun) 
track circuits. 

Subject to availability, an Extended Overlap is automatically selected as a train passes the Junction Signal 
OP33.34.35 or OP2.3.  

In Platform Nos.1-3: 

• For an ‘S7’ Stock train, the selection ‘window’ extends up until the train enters a Platform.  

• For a ‘C’ Stock train, which will only be affected by one Switchable Speed Sign (or Permanent Speed 
Restriction Sign) before berthing at the ‘C’ Stock Stop Mark, the selection ‘window’ closes 1.5 seconds 
after the train occupies the Junction Signal replacing track circuit.  

The above arrangements, for the example of Platform No. 2, are shown in Figure 3. 

 

 

In Platform No. 4: 

• For ‘C’ and ‘S7’ Stock trains, the selection ‘window’ extends from Junction Signal OP2.3 up until the 
train enters the Platform.  
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The availability of an Extended Overlap is monitored by a Route Available Relay (UAR) and when available, an 
approaching train will initiate the automatic selection by the energisation of the Selection Relay (RPR) which de-
latches the Lock Relay (NLR) to interlock conflicting Signal Levers and Extended Overlaps. 

When the Lock Relay (NLR) is proved to have de-latched by the energisation of the RLR, the Route Checking 
Relay (UCR) will energise and invoke the approach locking of the Extended Overlap.  The Route Proving Relay 
(UPR) proves the Extended Overlap Route Checking Relay (UCR) energised and the approach locking invoked 
(ALSR de-energised). 

It is possible that the Signal Operator could start to reverse a conflicting Signal Lever at the moment automatic 
selection of an Extended Overlap is instigated.   A ‘race’ condition is avoided by using a slow-to-operate relay for 
the RLR.  If the Extended Overlap availability is immediately lost due to the reversal of a conflicting Signal Lever, 
the automatic selection will be aborted and the Lock Relay (NLR) will be re-latched.  By this means it is arranged 
that the Signal Operator will win such a ‘race’. 

6 RELEASE OF EXTENDED OVERLAP APPROACH LOCKING 

6.1 Automatic Release 

The release of the approach locking of an Extended Overlap occurs automatically when the train is proved under 
control in the Platform, such that the Restricted Overlap to the fouling point becomes adequate. 

For a non-stopping train, the release of the approach locking of an Extended Overlap occurs automatically by 
handing over the locking to the Starting Signal (proved clear and approach locked). 

6.2 Emergency Release  

Edgware Road Signal Cabin Power Frame includes an Inner Rail and Outer Rail Emergency Release Lever.  
The initial movement of an Emergency Release Lever from the Normal position towards the (RD) lock 
replaces/maintains all associated Signals at Danger.  Following a 60 second delay, the (RD) lock will energise 
and the Emergency Release Lever can then be fully reversed to effect an Emergency Release of the approach 
locking of associated Signal(s). 

These Emergency Release Levers have now been utilised to provide 60 second releases of the approach 
locking of associated Extended Overlaps.  The initial operation of an Emergency Release Lever from the Normal 
position removes availability from associated Extended Overlap(s). 

Circumstances that might require an Emergency Release are as follows: 

• If a Junction Signal is cleared for an approaching train and then a track circuit failure returns it to 
danger, an Extended Overlap could have automatically selected.  If the train is then re-routed to 
another Platform, the Extended Overlap will not automatically release. 

• There is a failure of the timer that proves a train is under control in a Platform. 

 

7 ‘ROUTE USED’ CIRCUITS 

As a train passes a Signal, the Signal Stick Relay is disengaged to prevent re-clearance until the Signal Operator 
normalises and then reverses the Signal Lever again.  The Signal Operator can normalise a Signal Lever after 
the train has completed the route, but if otherwise engaged in signalling another train, answering the telephone 
etc., may not immediately do so. 

Because the resulting delay could prevent the automatic selection of an Extended Overlap for a following arrival, 
there was a proposal to convert the headway-critical routes from Starting Signals OP5, OP6 and OP30 to Push 
Button operation with Train Operated Route Release (TORR) but the mixture of Lever and Push Button control 
was unacceptable to the Operators. 

‘Route Used’ circuits were then devised for OP5 & OP6 and OP30 to detect that a train has used the route 
(disengaged the Signal Stick Relay, released the approach locking, released the back locking and operated a 
Position Detector, a train length in advance of the end of the route) even though the Signal Operator has not had 
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the opportunity to normalise the Signal Lever.  By this means a conflicting Extended Overlap becomes available 
for automatic selection more rapidly.  

If an Extended Overlap is selected on this basis, the Signal Operator can still normalise the Starting Signal Lever 
at any time, but it will become electrically-locked Normal until the Extended Overlap is released. 

8 ELECTRIC LOCKING OF CONFLICTING SIGNAL LEVERS 

8.1 (NB) Locks 

Because Extended Overlaps are not controlled by Levers it is not possible to lock conflicting Signal Levers 
mechanically.  Point Lever-type (NB) locks have therefore been fitted to the required 8 Signal Levers (Nos. 3, 5, 
6, 8, 28, 29, 30, & 32) to allow them to be electrically-locked Normal upon the selection of a conflicting Extended 
Overlap. 

When an (NB) lock is engaged it may allow just sufficient movement for the Normal contact of a Signal Lever to 
be broken and therefore the Extended Overlap availability circuits only detect conflicting Signal Levers Normal at 
the time of the selection of the Extended Overlap. 

8.2 ‘Route Card’ Procedure  

The (NB) lock continues to provide the route holding functionality that prevents a Signal Lever being fully 
normalised to release the mechanical locking until a train has completed the route, but when de-energised, an 
(NB) lock, unlike a (B)L, will not allow a Signal Lever to be moved from Normal to Reverse. 

At Edgware Road Cabin, a ‘Route Card’ procedure is used in the event of a failure of a Signal to clear.  This 
requires the Signal Lever to be reversed to ensure that the mechanical locking is invoked. 

With the change of the type of electric lock, the route holding functions have been conditioned to only de-
energise the (NB) lock when the Signal Lever is being moved from Reverse to Normal.  By this means the Signal 
Lever can still be reversed in the event of a failure of a track circuit within the route to allow use of the ‘Route 
Card’ procedure. 

9 SPEED PROFILES 

There will be various speed profiles for a train entering a Platform depending upon: 

• Whether only a Restricted or Extended Overlap is available.  

• For an Extended Overlap, at what time it was selected during the approach of the train to the Platform. 

10 SWITCHABLE SPEED SIGNS 

The speed profile to be followed by an approaching train is advised to the Train Operator as follows:  

• In Platforms Nos. 1 & 2, by a 20mph Permanent Speed Restriction (PSR) Sign approaching 
OP33.34.35 and 2 Switchable Speed Signs, the 1st located at the top of the ramp and the 2nd at the 
E.B. ‘C’ Stock Stop Mark. 

• In Platform No. 3, by a 15mph PSR Sign at No. 23 points and 1 Switchable Speed Sign located at the 
E.B. ‘C’ Stock Stop Mark. 

• In Platform No. 4, by a 15mph PSR Sign at No. 13B Points and 1 Switchable Speed Sign located at 
an intermediate position within the Platform. 

The Switchable Speed Sign arrangements for Platforms Nos. 1- 4 are shown in Figure 4. 

These LED Signs illuminate in sufficient time to provide adequate sighting and display a speed (in mph) 
determined by whether a Restricted or Extended Overlap is available.  A delay of 1.5 seconds after a train 
passes OP33.34.35 occurs before the illumination of the 1st Switchable Speed Sign to allow time for the 
selection of the Extended Overlap if available. 

The Switchable Speed Sign at the ‘C’ Stock Stop Mark in Platforms Nos. 1-3 will advise an ‘S7’ Stock Train 
Operator the speed at which to approach the ‘S7’ Stop Mark.  For a ‘C’ Stock train, the Switchable Speed Sign 
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will display the character ‘C’ to advise the ‘C’ Stock Train Operator not to pass the ‘C’ Stock Stop Mark until the 
Starting Signal clears. 

The legends displayed by the Switchable Speed Signs are as follows: 

• In Platforms Nos. 1 & 2 the 1st Switchable Speed Signs can display the legends: ‘10’ and ‘20’  

• In Platform No. 1 the 2nd Switchable Speed Sign can display the legends: ‘C’, ‘5’, ‘10’ and ‘20’ 

• In Platform No. 2 the 2nd Switchable Speed Sign can display the legends: ‘C’, ‘5’, ‘10’ and ‘15’  

• In Platform No. 3 the Switchable Speed Sign can display the legends: ‘C’, ‘5’ and ‘15’ 

• In Platform No. 4 the Switchable Speed Sign can display the legends: ‘10’ and ‘15’ 

Once a legend is displayed it will not change for the approaching train irrespective of any change in the 
signalling. 

For Platforms Nos. 1&2 the situation can arise whereby an Extended Overlap is unavailable when an ‘S7’ Stock 
train reaches the ‘illumination trigger point’ of the 1st Switchable Speed Sign but becomes available before the 
train reaches the ‘illumination trigger point’ of the 2nd Switchable Speed Sign.  The speed displayed by the 2nd 
Switchable Speed Sign is then arranged not to exceed that displayed by the 1st Switchable Speed Sign (to 
prevent the Train Operator being instructed to re-accelerate within a Platform area) but will however be higher 
than if the Extended Overlap had not been selected. 

The illumination of a Switchable Speed Sign is controlled by the energisation of a relay as a train reaches the 
‘illumination trigger point’ and further relay(s) control the legend displayed, which is dependent upon whether or 
not an Extended Overlap is selected by the time the approaching train reached the ‘illumination trigger point’. 

It is not practical to lamp-prove the Switchable Speed Signs because they would need to be illuminated by the 
time an approaching train reached the sighting point of the relevant Junction Signal.  At this time an Extended 
Overlap may not have become available and thus the legends to be displayed would not have been determined.  

Operating Procedures have been published to instruct a Train Operator at what speed to pass a defective 
Switchable Speed Sign, based upon the lowest speed that the Sign can display. 

Switchable Speed Signs will extinguish after the train has passed, or reversed, or when an ‘S7’ Stock train is 
proved under control in the Platform. 

If a short train enters Platform Nos. 1-3 wrong-road from OP8 Shunt Signal and berths at the west end of the 
Platform, the legend ‘C’ will be displayed on the Switchable Speed Sign located at the ‘C’ Stock Stop Mark.  If the 
train is to reverse in the Platform this advises the Train Operator not to pass the ‘C’ Stock Stop Mark until the 
E.B. Starting Signal clears. 
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11 SPEED-CONTROLLED TRAINSTOPS 

 

The speed profile of an ‘S7’ Stock train arriving in Platforms Nos. 1-3 E.B. and Platform No. 4 W.B. is enforced 
by:  

• 2 Speed-Controlled Trainstops in Platforms Nos. 1, 2 & 4  

• 3 Speed-Controlled Trainstops in Platform No. 3 

 

The speed profile of a ‘C’ Stock train arriving in Platforms Nos. 1-3 E.B. and Platform No. 4 W.B. is enforced by:  

• 1 Speed-Controlled Trainstop in Platforms Nos. 1- 3  

• 2 Speed-Controlled Trainstops in Platform No. 4 

A Speed-Controlled Trainstop lowers to allow a train to pass if speed is compliant with that displayed by the 
preceding Switchable Speed Sign or Permanent Speed Restriction Sign.  An upper tolerance in the speed of 
+3mph is allowed.  

The Speed Controlled Trainstop arrangements for Platforms Nos. 1- 4 are shown in Figure 4. 

12 TIMING SECTIONS 

Train speed is measured by the transit time over a section of track (termed a ‘Timing Section’) defined between 
pairs of Position Detectors located in rear of a Speed-Controlled Trainstop.  Timing Sections are provided for 
speeds applicable for a Restricted or Extended Overlap approach.  The Timing Section circuit design prevents a 
Train Operator making an initial slow approach, watching the Trainstop lower and then reaccelerating. 

Various arrangements of Position Detectors occur, resulting from different approach speed and Overlap 
considerations.  

1. The most frequent arrangement is for the 1st Position Detector to define the start of the Extended 
Overlap Timing Section, the 2nd Position Detector to define the start of the Restricted Overlap Timing 
Section, with a 3rd Position Detector used to terminate both Timing Sections.  

2. Another arrangement is for the Extended Overlap Timing Section to be between the 1st and 2nd 
Position Detectors, with the Restricted Overlap Timing Section being between 2nd and 3rd Position 
Detectors.  

3. Alternatively, 4 Position Detectors may be used, with the Extended Overlap Timing Section between 
the 1st and 2nd Position Detectors and the Restricted Overlap Timing Section between 3rd and 4th 
Position Detectors. 

The transit time of a train through a Timing Section is compared against a set timer, such that a train complying 
with the speed will not have reached the end of the Timing Section when the timer expires.  Generally a common 
timer is used for the Restricted and Extended Overlap Timing Sections but in some Platforms, timers of different 
durations are required. 

13 ‘C’/‘S7’ STOCK 

The overall length of a ‘C’ Stock train is 95m and the overall length of an ‘S7’ Stock train is 117m. 

The positions chosen for ‘C’ and ‘S7’ Stop Markers in Platforms Nos. 1- 4 were influenced by the low speed 
performance of the two Stocks.  ‘C’ Stock cannot be driven consistently at speeds below 10mph due to the 
operation of the speedometer whereas ‘S7’ Stock can be driven at a consistent speed of 5mph.  

In Platforms No. 1-3 separate ‘C’ and ‘S7’ E.B. Stop Markers are provided which obviates ‘C’ Stock trains having 
to be driven at 5mph on the final approach to the Starting Signal when only a Restricted Overlap is available.  
This fortunately results in the rear of ‘C’ and ‘S7’ Stock trains being aligned at the west-ends of the Platforms 
where the stairs lead up to the Ticket Hall. 
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In Platform No. 4 a common ‘C’/‘S7’ W.B. Stop Marker has been provided because only a 10mph speed control 
is required with a Starting Signal Restricted Overlap.  This fortunately results in the front of ‘C’ and ‘S7’ Stock 
trains being aligned at the west-ends of the Platforms where the stairs lead up to the Ticket Hall. 

The alignment of trains obviates the risk associated with a gap between a ‘C’ Stock train and a Platform Barrier 
at the ‘busy’ ends of the Platforms. 

For trains approaching Edgware Road Platforms from OP33.34.35 and OP32 it is necessary to differentiate 
between ‘C’ and ‘S7’ Stock to control the following: 

• The ‘width’ of the Extended Overlap selection ‘window’ for moves from OP33.34.35 (Extended 
Overlaps are not selected for Shunt Moves from OP32). 

• The legend displayed by the Switchable Speed Sign at the E.B. ‘C’ Stop Mark in Platforms Nos. 1-3. 

• The operation of Speed-Controlled Trainstop(s) between the E.B. ‘C’ and ‘S7’ Stop Marks in Platforms 
Nos.1-3 which do not lower for ‘C’ Stock trains until the Starting Signal clears. 

‘C’ and ‘S7’ Stock trains are differentiated on the berths of OP33.34.35 and OP32 using a section of track (98m 
in length and termed a ‘Train Measuring Section’), defined between an Insulated Rail Joint (IRJ) and a Position 
Detector. ‘C’ Stock trains of 95m in length will have cleared the track circuit in rear of the IRJ before operating the 
Position Detector.  Once the Position Detector is operated, a 250ms slow-to-release relay is de-energised to 
prevent the same conditions subsequently being registered for an ‘S7’ Stock train during its transit over the 
Position Detector.    

The design of the train measuring arrangements is such that a failure of the Position Detector to operate or a 
failure of the track circuit in rear of the IRJ to clear, will cause the circuitry to default to registering the train as ‘S7’ 
Stock.  This will allow an actual ‘S7’ Stock train to fully berth in Platforms Nos. 1-3 under the failure conditions. 

Restrictions on the close sighting of Signals from ‘S7’ Stock have caused Starting Signals to have to be located 
in advance of the ‘S7’ Stop Marks but the associated Trainstops are mounted at the Stop Marks to maximise the 
Restricted and Extended Overlaps.  

A design has been prepared for the removal of ‘C’ Stock functionality from the circuitry for when the last ‘C’ Stock 
train is withdrawn from service. 

14 SIGNAL CABIN INDICATIONS AND CONTROLS 

Two additional indications have been provided on the Signal Cabin Illuminated Diagram showing when an E.B. 
Extended Overlap is automatically selected (i.e. OP28 Extended Overlap or OP29 Extended Overlap or OP30 
Extended Overlap) and when the W.B. Extended Overlap (i.e. OP7 Extended Overlap) is automatically selected.  
These indications will extinguish when the Extended Overlap is automatically released. 

When an Extended Overlap is selected, conflicting Signal Levers are electrically-locked Normal and this is 
indicated to the Signal Operator by the illumination of a visual (‘High Speed Held’) on the Lever Plate behind the 
Lever.  This visual will extinguish when the Extended Overlap is automatically released. 

The Signal Operator is provided with switches to cut out the automatic selection of Extended Overlaps on either 
Road. The controls operate in a fail-safe manner such that the movement of a switch to the ‘Cut Out’ position de-
energises a vital relay that renders the associated Extended Overlap(s) unavailable.  An indication is provided to 
the Signal Operator from a ‘back’ contact of the relay to show that the cut out has been effected.  The operation 
of a switch will not cancel an Extended Overlap already selected, but prevents subsequent selection. 

15 SIGNAL EQUIPMENT ROOM 

There was inadequate space within the Signal Cabin Relay Rooms to accommodate the additional 300 relays 
required for the control of the Extended Overlaps and therefore a new Signal Equipment Room (SER) was 
provided adjacent to the Signal Cabin. 

The SER is a re-locatable building that was pre-wired off-site.  A metal IP65-rated trunking connects the Signal 
Cabin to the SER, allowing the use of internal wire (with abrasion resistance) for interconnecting circuits. 
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The SER includes a comprehensive Maintenance Panel providing indications of Signals, Trainstops, Levers, 
Track Circuits, Position Detectors, Timer operation and Extended Overlap status. 

16 POWER SUPPLIES AND EARTHING 

The existing Signal Cabin vital circuits are single-cut with the return legs of the power supplies referenced to 
signalling earth.  

The vital circuits in the SER are similarly single-cut and the A.C. and D.C. power supply returns legs are 
referenced to signalling earth. 

Circuits fed to the SER from the Cabin are fed from the SER and therefore create no additional load on the Cabin 
power supply. 

Existing Cabin circuits, re-fed from the SER, remain fed from the Cabin power supplies. 

17 SETTING TO WORK 

Preceding the commissioning there was a one month period of ‘Setting to Work’ during which the majority of 
functions to the SER from the Cabin and track-side were energised but without the SER having any control of the 
working railway.  The power supply arrangements described above facilitated the ‘Setting to Work’ because the 
Cabin power supplies were not affected during this period. 

The passage of service trains and the movement of Signal Cabin Levers exercised 90% of the SER circuits.  
During the ‘Setting to Work’, all trains were formed of ‘C’ Stock, but ‘S7’ Stock could be readily simulated by 
disabling the operation of the Train Measuring Section in rear of OP33.34.35.  

The ‘Setting to Work’ period enabled the operation of the new circuitry to be monitored.  

During the ‘Setting to Work’ period, soak-testing of the new equipment revealed one relay failure, one timer 
failure and two Maintenance Panel LED failures. 

18 COMMISSIONING 

The signalling works were commissioned between Christmas and New Year 2011 during a three day closure 
from Tuesday 27th to Thursday 29th December. 

On the Thursday, 1 ‘C’ Stock and 2 ‘S7’ Stock Test Trains were run under the control of the Tester-in-Charge 
and subsequently under the control of the Operating Representative. 

19 SERVICE EXPERIENCE 

The Train Operators have quickly become confident in entering the Platforms at the speeds displayed by the 
Switchable Speed Signs and not ‘driving to the Trainstops’.  With an Extended Overlap selected, trains can now 
enter a Platform without slowing below the preceding Permanent Speed Restriction (PSR) until commencing to 
brake to the Stop Mark.   

The simple ‘Route Used’ circuit, that proves that a train has completed for OP30 Starting Signal route when the 
Signal Operator has not had the opportunity to normalise No. 30 Signal Lever, has proved extremely effective in 
allowing OP29 Extended Overlap or OP28 Extended Overlap to be more rapidly selected for a following E.B. 
arrival into Platform Nos. 2-3. 

20 CONCLUSION 

The Edgware Road ‘S7’ Enabling Works Project has demonstrated how technically sophisticated signalling 
design, together with close liaison with the Operators, can deliver a solution that maximises the existing track 
and signalling capacity.  Using Speed-Controlled Trainstops and Switchable Speed Signs, the designs could be 
described as achieving the peak exploitation of the LU Trainstop/Tripcock ATP system. 
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The result is a unique mixture of manual and automatic signalling controls that allow arriving trains to enter 
Platforms at the PSR speed when no parallel departure is occurring.  

The final signalling arrangement layout is shown in Figure 5. 
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